
Ageing Population

UK ageing population is a bigger economic threat 
then the financial crisis (Telegraph - Feb. 2010) there are more & more pensioners & not enough 

people to pay for it through tax
medical advances could be the cause for this, 
more people are living longer'the western world will see the proportion of its 

population in a retirement balloon'"viewing older people simply as a 'burden to 
society' is an out of date concept" - Michelle 
Mitchell, Age UK

being 65 isn't considered being 'old' anymore

"on the contrary, increasing longevity & improved 
health care mean many older people are able to 
make a very positive & important contribution to 
our society" - Michelle Mitchell, Age UK

by 2025more than a third of the UK's population 
will be over 55 - BBC news, 2004

"in the UK a man who turned 60 in 1981 could 
expect to live another 16 years & a woman 
almost 21 years" this theory is being challenged 
by research

Health Care costs of care for a 65 year old on average is 
£30,000 in retirement but could be much higher 
- thisislondon.co.uk

improved health care allows people of society to 
live longer

"while the ageing population may contribute to 
the healthcare crisis, its the emergence of costly 
new drugs, diagnostics and medical technologies 
that create it" - David Cutler )professor of 
economics at Harvard Uni)

in 1948 life expectancy was 66 where as today it 
is 78 - thisislondon.co.uk

"by 2050 it's anticipated that for every 1 child 
there will be more than 4 people ages 80 or over" 
- ageing-population-conderence.co.uk

future generation will face higher inflation, 
higher taxed…or both

genetic problems? 

people will always still be prone to disease's, 
genetically etc. 

stress on economy 

Winterheating bills

older people find it harder to go places in the 
winter

if men's retiring age goes up to 66 another year 
of taxes so less coming coming in for extra bills 
etc.

Mens retiring age up a year, 66
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